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Background

Peer assessment is the process of students evaluating the work of peers using applicable marking criteria (Falchikov, 2001). Peer assessment activities can be categorized as either formative or summative. Formative peer assessment aims to cultivate student learning and usually involves students in reviewing peers’ work, with the purpose of assisting peers in further developing their projects. In such a process, students play both roles of assessors (rating and commenting upon peers’ work) and assessees (viewing and acting upon feedback). On the other hand, summative peer assessment emphasizes accountability. In summative peer assessment, students play only the assessor’s role by judging the quality of peers’ work and assigning quantitative marks or grades (Topping, Smith, Swanson & Elliot, 2000; Xiao & Luckying, 2008).

Peer assessment, both formative and summative, may foster student cognitive development and active learning in various ways. Multiple potential benefits have been reported from previous studies: enhanced learning outcomes (e.g., Li & Steckelberg, 2005; Pope, 2001), deeper understanding of quality performance (Falchikov, 1995; Dochy, Segers, & Slijsmans, 1999; Partri, 2002), increased sense of autonomy and motivation (Brown, 2004; Hiltz & Wellman, 1997; Pope, 2001), adequate and timely feedback (Gibbs, 1999), and enhanced sense of responsibility (Somervell, 1993). Cheng and Warren (1999) further portray peer assessment strategies as a reflection on “what learning has taken place and how” (p. 301). Topping (1998), based on an extensive review of 109 peer assessment studies conducted across the world, summarizes that the peer assessment process benefits both assessors and assessees in multiple ways, such as increased time on task, focused attention on critical elements of quality work, and greater sense of accountability and responsibility. Furthermore, he posits that these cognitive gains “might accrue before,
during and after the peer assessment process (p. 256).

**Statement of Problem**

Despite the great potential of peer assessment, it still remains unknown what makes peer assessment effective (Van Zundert, Sluijsmans & Van Merriënoer, 2010). Specifically, it is unclear in regards to how peer assessment benefits students on various learning levels. Previous studies in this area are scarce. These few studies have raised and discussed this “how students benefit” issue as a peripheral finding. For example, Davies (2000) introduced a Computerized Peer Assessment system (CPA) as a part of the assessment process in a computer studies class. Participants wrote and submitted a report, and then took a multiple choice pre-test in the area of computer, communication and networks. Afterwards, each participant assessed ten peers’ reports in the CPA system. Upon completing the peer assessment process, participants took a multiple choice post-test to evaluate their knowledge on the designated topic. Although the purpose of Davies’ study was to report the functionality of the CPA system and assess its effectiveness from the perspective of students’ perceptions, analysis of students’ reports and tests indicated that certain groups of students (grouped by grades of their initial reports) benefited differently from this peer assessment process. Particularly, low-achieving students statistically benefited most from their participation in the CPA peer assessment activities, while the least benefits were shown for high-achieving students. This interesting side finding has been partially supported by some later studies.

In one of their peer assessment studies, Li and Steckelberg (2004) randomly assigned students into two groups: experimental and control. After students completed their projects, the experimental group underwent peer assessment to improve their projects, while the control group continued working on revising their projects by themselves during the same period of time. The students’ initial (before peer assessment) and final (after peer assessment) versions of projects were independently evaluated and compared by a researcher and a trained grader. The authors found the variability of the final scores in the experimental group was substantially smaller than that of the control group, which might suggest that peer assessment had a differential impact on students of diverse achievement level. This hypothesis was echoed by one of their later studies that explored student perceptions toward peer assessment, as one student commented, “Sometimes peer assessment isn’t helpful if you already did a good job” (Li, Steckelberg & Srinivasan, 2009, p.143). These interesting results have drawn the researcher’s attention to the important yet neglected question of how students benefit from peer assessment activities.

In view of this, the current study was designed to determine the relationship between students’ diverse achievement levels and potential benefits of peer assessment and to explore perceptions of students towards peer assessment. The research questions were: 1) In a structured peer assessment process, what were the learning gains of students of diverse achievement levels, as represented by their different levels of prior knowledge of a designated topic? 2) What was the experience of students of diverse achievement levels in this peer assessment process?

**Methodology**

A mixed methodology design was utilized in this study, as the mixed method research approach allows for a triangulation of data (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004), which offers an in-depth perspective that a single quantitative or qualitative design may lack. Specifically,
a pre-post design (quantitative) was triangulated with survey responses (quantitative and qualitative) and interviews (qualitative) in this study.

**Participants**
Participants included twenty-one graduate students enrolled in two classroom technology classes at a Midwestern university in the United States. The demographic survey indicated that most participants were European American (n=18), female (14), and full-time students (15) majoring in varied education-related master programs such as Curriculum and Teaching, Special Education, and Cross-cultural Studies. Most participants had no prior experience with formal and structured peer assessment (19) or WebQuest creation (18).

**Context and Procedure**
All participants followed the same peer assessment process. First, students were informed that they would participate in a peer assessment activity. Students then completed a demographic survey that included information such as gender, age, race, major, information about previous experience with peer assessment, and prerequisite knowledge of the content area (WebQuest). Afterwards, the specific peer assessment procedure was presented to the students, and they were encouraged to ask questions related to peer assessment. The purposes of this step were to provide an opportunity for students to learn the potential of peer assessment and motivate them to fully engage in this activity.

Second, students learned how to create a quality WebQuest and present its content in a word processing document. Creation of WebQuests in this study took one week. Students learned the concept and critical features in class, and composed and submitted the content of their own WebQuests in the following week. A WebQuest, as defined by Bernie Dodge, is an Internet-based lesson that utilizes web resources and provides practice for students’ higher order thinking skills (Dodge, 1995). A WebQuest provides a series of scaffolding activities to aid student learning. The five critical features of WebQuests include Introduction, Task, process, Evaluation and Conclusion (MacGregor & Lou, 2004). Introduction provides background information, grabs learners’ attention and orients them to the incoming tasks. Task describes end products of WebQuest activities. In the Process section, step-by-step instruction, scaffolding activities, and resources are provided to guide learners to complete tasks. Evaluation illustrates how learners’ performance in WebQuests would be assessed, while Conclusion summarizes learners’ experience and encourage reflections. Since its creation in early 1995, student and teacher design of quality WebQuests has often been considered an effective training strategy in teacher preparation programs (Li, Liu & Steckelberg, 2009).

Third, students viewed and discussed marking criteria in class. These marking criteria were initially developed in 2004 in accordance with a few WebQuest resources (e.g. Bellofatto, Bohl, Casey, Krill & Dodge, 2001; March, 2011; Martin, 1999) and have been modified and revised according to students’ and instructors’ feedback since then. The marking criteria consisted of eight categories with 40 total points, covering the five critical sections of the WebQuest. Training was provided to enable students to understand the critical features of WebQuests and to practice their assessment skills. Two examples of WebQuest projects were provided in class, and students were requested to grade these projects based on the marking criteria. The teacher’s and students’ ratings of these example projects were discussed and compared to enhance students’ understanding of the content and the marking criteria, as well as how their performance would be evaluated.

Fourth, students composed and uploaded their own WebQuest projects in a Word document to a Discussion Board forum in Blackboard. Blackboard is a course management system that
provides an integrated set of web-based tools. Like typical bulletin boards, the Discussion Board in Blackboard allows students to post and respond to threads asynchronously.

Fifth, the instructor randomly assigned each student two peers’ projects to review. As a result, each student reviewed two peers’ projects, and at the same time two peers reviewed his project. Students rated and commented upon peers’ projects based on the marking criteria previously discussed. Specifically, the expectation was clearly communicated that each reviewer should not only rate each peer’s performance but also provide constructive suggestions for further improvement.

Sixth, each student was required to revise and improve his WebQuest based on experience in this activity and the peer comments received. In this step, students were specifically instructed that peer feedback may vary significantly in quality. Therefore, students needed to judge the quality of peer feedback received and decide which suggestions to adopt.

In the seventh and last step, students submitted their revised WebQuests to the instructor through Blackboard. Students then completed the post-assessment survey. The survey explored students’ perceptions regarding the peer assessment activities and the quality of peer feedback (See Data Collection and Analysis for details).

Based on the students’ initial knowledge of the content area (WebQuest), students were divided into 3 achievement groups. Six students (two in each group) were purposefully selected to participate in the post-assessment interviews (See Data Collection and Analysis for details).

**Data Collection and Analysis**

Both quantitative and qualitative data were collected. The quantitative data included scores of students’ initial and revised versions of WebQuest projects and students’ survey responses. The qualitative data included student responses to open-ended questions in the post-assessment survey and interviews regarding students’ overall perceptions of the peer assessment they experienced.

**Quality of students’ initial and revised WebQuests (quantitative)**

The quality of the initial and final versions of WebQuest projects represents students’ content knowledge before and after peer assessment, respectively. Following the same marking criteria that students used in peer assessment, the researcher and an independent grader blindly judged the quality of the initial and final versions of the students’ WebQuest projects to ensure grading consistency. A panel of content experts determined the face validity of the marking criteria. Three instructors teaching the same course had reviewed these marking criteria and agreed that these criteria could accurately measure quality of students’ WebQuest projects. The inter-rater reliability between the researcher and the grader was satisfactory with 0.95 for the grading of the initial WebQuest projects and 0.88 for the grading of the final WebQuest projects. Data analysis employed the average scores of the researcher and the grader. Based on the students’ performance on their initial version of WebQuest projects and the marking criteria, the twenty-one students were assigned to three groups representing three achievement levels: Beginning (5 students), Developing (10 students) and Advanced (6 students). The average point increase in each group was calculated.

**Post-assessment survey (quantitative & qualitative)**

The post-assessment survey asked if students were satisfied with the quality of their own WebQuest projects, and how students thought peer assessment activities influenced their
WebQuests. Further, students were prompted to rate the quality of peer feedback they had received in the categories of Very Good, Good, Barely Acceptable, Poor and Very Poor and to justify their ratings. Students were then asked to rate seven 5-point Likert Scale statements regarding their perceived value of peer assessment activities. These statements were adapted from previous studies (Li, 2007; Lin, Liu & Yuan, 2002). Internal consistency reliability was tested in a previous study and was 0.92 (Li, 2007). Survey data were coded in SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) to calculate frequency.

**Interviews (qualitative)**

More qualitative data were collected by interviewing students after the post-assessment survey. A theoretical sampling technique (Chenitz & Swanson, 1986) was employed to select an appropriate interview sample. In each achievement group (Beginning, Developing and Advanced), the two students who were identified as having the most and the least positive attitudes toward peer assessment (based on survey responses) were invited for the interview: Beth and Ben from the Beginning Group, Dana and Darcy from the Developing Group, and Allison and Aaron from the Advanced Group (all pseudonyms).

The researcher used a semi-structured format for the interview. Each interview was approximately 20 minutes in duration. Students were asked questions regarding their confidence level of conducting peer assessment, their thoughts of the quality of the projects reviewed, and how they thought the peer assessment process influenced their learning and project quality. The following are some sample questions asked in the interview: 1) What did you think of the quality of the project(s) that you reviewed?; 2) What did you think of the quality of the peer feedback that you received?; 3) How do you think the peer assessment process has impacted your learning/project?

All interviews were conducted, audio taped, and transcribed, either by the researcher or a trained research assistant. Transcripts were coded and analyzed for common meanings and themes, using two levels of coding. In the first level (Initial Coding), transcribed data were read through to identify meaningful patterns, and labels/codes were added to sort and assign meaning to text. In the second level (Focused Coding), labels/codes were reviewed, eliminated, combined or subdivided to identify repeating ideas and themes. Figure 1 shows an example of how a small passage of a participant’s interview transcript was coded.
Interview transcripts were coded individually by the researcher and an independent trained coder. Labels and themes generated from these two coders were compared to identify agreement and disagreement. The formula to test coding reliability suggested by Miles and Huberman (1994) was utilized:

\[
\text{Reliability} = \frac{\text{number of agreement}}{\text{number of agreement} + \text{number of disagreement}}
\]

A high reliability score (0.87) was obtained for coding reliability of all data. Specific instances of disagreement were discussed until an agreement was reached, or both coders agreed to revise a code/label to resolve the disagreement.

**Findings**

This study identified a few key findings to answer the two research questions, 1) How much learning gains did students of diverse achievement levels, as represented by their different levels of prior knowledge of a designated topic, obtain in a structured peer assessment process? 2) What was the experience of students of diverse achievement levels in this peer assessment process?

**Learning Gains**

The first research question examined learning gains of students with diverse levels of content knowledge prior to peer assessment. This study attempted to answer this question from two perspectives: observed learning gains (as represented by point increase in grades between students’ initial and final versions of WebQuest projects) and perceived learning gains (as represented by Likert Scale rating of task value in the post-assessment survey). As discussed previously, students were assigned to three groups: Beginning, Developing and Advanced, according to the grades of their initial submissions of WebQuest projects. Observed learning gains were determined by subtracting the points of their initial version...
from the points of their final version. The average point gains in each group were calculated. Comparison of the grades (Figure 2) of student’s initial and revised WebQuests in each group showed both the “Beginning” group and the “Developing” group gained the most significant portion of points (mean score of 9.5 and 7.05 points, respectively), while the “Advanced” group gained the minimum points (mean score of 1.75 points). In addition to the point gains, all 5 students originally in the “Beginning” level moved up to the “Developing” level. Eight students (out of ten) in the “Developing” level moved up to the “Advanced” level. Therefore, the number of students in the “Advanced” level increased from 6 to 14.
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**Figure 2.** A Comparison of Student’s Grades in Initial Version of WebQuests and Final Version of WebQuests

On the post-assessment survey, most students across the three levels (71%, n=15) stated they were satisfied with the quality of their own WebQuest projects, and most students (90%, n=19) provided positive or somewhat positive comments toward peer assessment. Nevertheless, when students were prompted to rate the quality of peer feedback they had received as Very Good, Good, Barely Acceptable, Poor or Very Poor, interestingly, most students in the “Beginning” (80%, n=4) and “Developing” levels (60%, n=6) rated good or very good, while only a small portion of students (16.7%, n=1) in the “Advanced” group rated the feedback they received as good. Furthermore, the researcher identified some interesting patterns from students’ response to the seven 5-point Likert Scale statements regarding students’ perceived learning gains.
Table 1 summarizes students’ responses to the task value statements in the post-assessment survey. As the table shows, most students in all of the three groups agreed that peer assessment was a worthwhile activity; peer assessment was useful in promoting their learning; and the peer assessment activity motivated them to learn. However, when asked if they felt peer assessment was interesting (Figure 2), 50% of students (n=3) in the “Advanced” group rated either “Disagree” or “Neutral’, while most students in the “Beginning” and “Developing” groups (80%, n=4; 90%, n=9, respectively) held a positive attitude (rated “Agree” or “Disagree”). In addition, when rating the benefits of peers’ comments (Figure 3), most students in the “Beginning” and “Developing” groups agreed or strongly agreed (both 80%) that they benefited from peers comments, while only 16.7% of students in the “Advanced” group said so. This finding was in line with students’ rating of perceived quality of peer comments they received.

Table 1: Student Perceived Learning Gains in Three Learning Groups (Beginning, Developing and Advanced) after Peer Assessment Activities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Level</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neutral</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What I learned in this peer assessment activity is important.</td>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developing</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. This peer assessment activity was useful in promoting my learning.</td>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developing</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. This peer assessment activity was interesting.</td>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developing</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. This peer assessment activity motivated me to learn.</td>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developing</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. It is valuable for me to be involved in this peer assessment activity.</td>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developing</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. This peer assessment is a worthwhile activity.</td>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developing</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. I benefited from peers’ comments.</td>
<td>Beginning</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Developing</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advanced</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: N=Number of Students; %=Percentage of Students; Beginning (n=5); Developing (n=10); Advanced (n=6)
Two interpretations may be drawn from the picture of learning gains. One, student performance improved across the board; however, learning of high achieving students had not shown as much improvement as low achieving students. Two, low achieving students perceived more value from peer suggestions than high achieving students. These interesting findings indicated that learning gains (either observed or perceived) in peer assessment activities varied based on students’ academic levels. On one hand, this may be explained by the “ceiling effect”—high achieving students had little room for performance improvement, as they already did a good job on their projects. One the other hand, this may suggest that high achieving students may not benefit from peer assessment activities as much as low achieving students.

**Perceptions of Students in Different Learning Levels**

Interviews were conducted to obtain more in-depth information regarding the students’
perceptions of peer assessment. The data analysis procedure resulted in the identification of three main themes. The first two (Quality of Peer Feedback Received and Confidence of Reviewing Peers’ Projects) consist of students’ positive, neutral or negative perceptions of peer assessment. The third theme (Impact of Peer Assessment Process) indicates mainly positive attitudes, although the focus varied by the achievement levels to which interviewees belonged.

**Theme one—quality of peer feedback received.**
Most interviewees expressed their satisfaction of the peer feedback received. They indicated they had received some constructive suggestions from peers and used them to improve their final WebQuest projects. Some direct quotes include:

> “I got some great suggestions from my peers. I believe that my work was largely improved…”
> “[Received] feedback helped me revise my WebQuest…”
> “The loops or the gap I had in my assignment I didn’t see before until they brought them out, which I think my students would have found if I presented this to my own class, they too would have wanted more clarification. So, I thought they were very useful.”

On the other hand, three interviewees expressed their disapproval or disappointment (more or less) of peer feedback they received. Beth (Beginning level) said that she got “overall good” comments. But some of them were a little “harsh.” Aaron (Advanced level) said he liked the feedback received, although he did not agree with some of them—“I do not think this person understood my WebQuest.” The other interviewee at the “Advanced” level, Allison, stated that she was disappointed with feedback and one set of feedback she received simply stated “Good job,” which was meaningless.

> “One [set of] feedback was better than the other. One feedback kind of reminded me of the age of students I was targeting and made me kind of go back to simplify part of it… And the other feedback, it just said a good job. So I was kind of disappointed with that feedback.”

It seems that interviewees in lower achievement levels had more positive attitudes towards the quality of peer feedback received than high achievers. The only complaint of peer feedback from Beth (Beginning level) was its lack of consideration, not the value; yet, both interviewed high achievers complained about the quality of peer feedback. This may not be a surprise as high achievers may have had a deeper and better understanding of what was required; therefore, they were able to critically judge peers’ work and provide constructive suggestions for revisions. Low achievers, on the other hand, were probably still struggling with content. It may not be reasonable to expect them to pinpoint and analyze issues in peers’ work in ways comparable to their high achieving classmates.

**Theme two—confidence of reviewing peers’ projects**
Attitudes of interviewees varied drastically by whether they possessed critical assessment skills to assess peers’ work. One interviewee in the “Beginning” level—Ben—did not think he was qualified to conduct peer assessment. He wrote that he had “never done this before”, and he did not think he was ready to review peers’ work. Two interviewees in the “Developing” and “Advanced” levels held positive attitude towards their assessment skills. They stated,
"I guess I did all right. [When reviewing peers’ projects], I saw a few problems that we had discussed in class...The assessment training and examples helped me a lot...

"Because we had gone over the expectations in class. And we did sample critiques of WebQuests in class. I kind of knew what was [a] good WebQuest as compared to [a] bad WebQuest...so I was confident and being able to provide valuable feedback to my peers."

The rest of the interviewees had somewhat neutral opinions about their assessment readiness. Although one interviewee deemed it “clumsy” for assessing peers’ work, she felt okay to carry on these kinds of formative assessment activities, as long as her rating would not affect her peers’ grades. Another interviewee said, "I don’t know. [I] Guess I tried my best.” Nevertheless, almost every one of the six interviewees, to some extent, accredited the training session they had before peer assessment for preparing them for assessment.

The interviewees’ unanimous agreement towards the value of training confirms that training is a vital component of peer assessment. Researchers and educators have emphasized the importance of providing well-structured training to prepare students for critical peer assessment (Cheng & Warren, 1997; Dochy, et al. 1999). The major role for students in traditional education is as "learners”. They are not ready to perform on the other side as assessors (Li, Liu, & Steckelberg, 2009). Therefore, training should be provided to maximize students’ learning gains in peer assessment activities.

**Theme three—impact of peer assessment process**

Overall, students’ appreciation of the peer assessment process was reflected across all of the interviews. Specifically, three interviewees in the “Beginning” and “Developing” groups commented on the positive impact of playing the different roles of assessors and assessee in peer assessment. Beth (Beginning group) indicated that, “I learned a lot from comparing my WebQuest with peers’...reading comments from peers about strengths and weaknesses of my work was also beneficial.” Dana (Developing group) stated that, "I really think peer assessment should be used more in education. I learned a lot from this process...I enjoyed assessing others’ work. Peer comments were timely, detailed and helpful. Sometimes I even feel that peer comments [may be more] helpful than teacher’s feedback.”

Interestingly, both the interviewees in the “Advanced” level emphasized the value more on the assessor aspect instead of the assessee aspect. Particularly, Alison said “When I see something that [is] unclear on peer’s work, then I can go back to my own piece and make sure the objective there...” however, when she talked about peer comments, she stated, “I wasn't incredibly pleased with the result or the feedback I got. So I think it could be better feedback. But the one good response I did get did make me go out and take out some of the overly specific details...”

It is quite interesting to interpret the meaning of the data and define the message they want to convey. As discussed previously, analysis of students’ response to the post-assessment survey suggested that high achievers perceived less value in peer feedback as compared to low achieving students. These interview quotes further echoed that finding. The triangulation of data analysis provides a picture of how achievement levels affect students’ perceptions of peer feedback value.
Discussion

The purpose of this study is twofold: (1) to determine how much peer assessment may benefit students of diverse achievement levels and (2) to explore perceptions of students, of diverse achievement levels, in regard to this peer assessment process. Our findings indicated that students in the "Beginning" and "Developing" levels benefited most (in terms of points gained) from the peer assessment process. Students in the "Advanced" category had the least points gain. Survey responses suggested that all students, regardless of their initial performance levels, recognized the value of peer assessment and generally agreed that peer assessment was a worthwhile learning experience. Nevertheless, when rating the interestingness of the peer assessment activity and the value of the peer comments received, students in the "Advanced" group were less satisfied as compared to those in the other two groups. This picture was echoed later by the interviews with selected students from each of the three groups.

The findings of this study have testified the previously stated speculation that peer assessment may have a different impact on students of diverse achievement levels (Li & Steckelberg, 2005; Davies, 2001), and have implied that students in early developmental stages may benefit more from the peer assessment process than high achieving students in terms of score increases. These findings are in line with previous research reporting that students of various ability levels had various learning gains in collaborative learning settings (Webb, 1989, 1991; Webb, Nemer, Chizhik & Sugrue, 1997). For example, Webb, Nemer, Chizhik and Sugrue (1997) examined the effects of group ability composition on group processes and student learning outcomes. Their findings suggested that below-average students, when working in groups with above-average students, had performed better on achievement tests as compared to below-average students working in groups without above-average students. Roberts (2004), in the Preface of the book "Online collaborative learning: theory and practice", summarizes that "research has suggested that group work tends to advantage below-average students" (P. vii).

If this implication is true, why did high-achieving students still feel positive about peer assessment? If their learning gain in peer assessment was not significant, why did they still rate peer assessment as a "worthwhile" activity? Researchers suggest that peer assessment activities involve multiple learning stages, and each of these stages may benefit students (Li, Liu & Zhou, in press). Is it possible that, although high achieving students may not receive much constructive peer feedback as assessee, serving as assessors and helping beginners may deepen high achievers' understanding of the content area and strengthen their reflection. As Topping (1998) posited, assessment may benefit both assessors and assessee in multiple domains such as “cognition and metacognition, affect, social and transferable skills, and systemic benefits” (p. 254). Future studies are warranted to further examine this intriguing observance.

Students’ survey responses and interviews suggested the most compelling difference between the 'Beginning" and "Developing" groups, and the "Advanced" group was the students’ different attitudes towards value of peer feedback they received. Most students in early developmental stages embraced peer comments received, while adept students showed disappointment regarding the quantity and quality of peer feedback. As Allison in the “Advanced” group said during her interview, one of her peers simply gave her “Good job” commentaries, which she deemed “meaningless”. Another interviewee in the same group, Aaron, stated that he did not think one of his peer reviewers understood his WebQuest.
To better understand this scenario, the researcher went back to review Allison and Aaron’s initial and final versions of their WebQuest projects and the peer comments they received. Allison, as one of the most competent students in her class, was given 38 (out of 40) for her initial submission and awarded the full mark for her final submission. Not surprisingly, her peers did not find much to suggest for further improvement. It is also important to note that one of Allison’s peers did identify an issue on her initial WebQuest, which, upon her correction, led to the two-point increase on her final submission.

Aaron’s story was different. Two students who were in the “Beginning” and “Developing” groups reviewed his project. One of the reviewers apparently was not clear about the critical elements of WebQuests and provided some misleading suggestions. This explained why Aaron complained that she did not understand his project. While these complaints from students (especially high achieving students) are probably inevitable in peer assessment, it is critical to design peer assessment activities in ways that minimize the negative impact of these issues. For example, students should be educated that peer feedback they receive may vary in quality. It is a learning process for them to critically judge the quality of peer feedback they receive and make decisions to adopt or not adopt a suggestion. In addition, students should also learn that receiving peer feedback is neither the only step nor the ultimate step in peer assessment activities. Instead, peer assessment may benefit students (either as assessors or assesses) in multiple ways, such as increased time on learning task, focused attention on critical elements of quality work, and greater sense of accountability and responsibility (Topping, 1998). Students will achieve maximum gains from peer assessment only after they fully understand this process and its potential.

It is worth noting that training played a vital role in preparing students for peer assessment in this study. Even though more than half of the interviewees (n=3) still held either negative or neutral thoughts regarding their readiness for peer assessment, nearly all of them favorably commented about the importance of the pre-assessment training in regard to preparing them for the assessment task. This further confirmed that training is a critical component of peer assessment, as claimed by various researchers (Chen & Warren, 1997; Dochy, et al., 1999; Van Zundert, et al., 2010). Future studies should explore more ways to effectively train and prepare students before engaging them in critical peer assessment.

Based on literature and the findings of the current study, the researcher recommends that training should be provided in future peer assessment studies to prepare students and to maximize students’ learning gains. Students need to understand the significance of peer assessment as well as acquire critical assessment skills before they can be engaged in any kind of assessment activities. In the implementation process of peer assessment, the researcher also suggests that students’ learning levels should be carefully considered when placing students into groups. It may not be an ideal composition to have groups of all low or all high achievers. Future studies should look into the relationship between student learning gains, perceptions and group organizations.

**Conclusion**

This study is important in its nature in that it is one of the first few to examine how peer assessment may benefit students of various achievement levels. Although the value of peer assessment has been studied and documented by a growing body of research across the world, it is still unclear how this strategy works and what constitutes effective peer assessment (Van Zundert, et al., 2010). This study utilized a mixed methodology approach, seeking to get a clear picture of the “how students benefit” issue from various perspectives. Interview comments were integrated with the quantitative data of students’ project quality.
and the post-assessment survey, thereby providing a vivid portrait of learning gains and perceptions of students at varied initial academic levels.

There were a few limitations associated with this study. One limitation was that purposeful sampling was used and participants were selected because they were graduate students enrolled in a technology application course. Generalizability should not be assumed in other settings and using other populations. Future studies should recruit a different sample to verify results. Another limitation was related to the small sample pool. This study involved 21 students who were classified into three groups based on their initial performance on their WebQuest projects. Group sizes were small, ranging from 5 to 10. Due to this limitation, the researcher was only able to compare mean differences of learning gains (both observed and perceived) among three groups at a descriptive level. No inferential statistical analysis was conducted to test the significance of the observed differences. Future studies should attempt to increase the sample size to investigate the extent to which students’ learning gains vary among the three groups.
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